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2Informatis DepartmentFederal University of Paraná, Brazil{Daniel.Maedo, Guy.Pujolle}�rp.lip6.fr, aldri�inf.ufpr.brAbstratThe inreasing share of mobile multimedia devies aessing the In-ternet, oupled with the onvergene of telephony networks into all-IP solutions, are bringing a new lass of appliations and senarios tothe TCP/IP arhiteture. Those senarios are mostly haraterized bytheir mobility, transmission of video and audio streams that may re-quire strit QoS guarantees and use multiple aess tehnologies (WiFi,WiMax, Bluetooth, et). The use of the Internet Protool (IP) for thosedevies is attrative due to the ubiquity of IP networks and due to theirlow ost. However, the IP arhiteture is built on several design dei-sions that ompliate the support of the emerging devies that are beingonneted to the Internet. Hene, several arhitetures and/or proto-ol replaements to the urrent set of standards, whih are generiallyalled in the literature as �post-IP�, have been proposed. This paperdesribes the hallenges and existing solutions in post-IP protools andarhitetures. First, we will explore why the TCP/IP arhiteture isnot tailored to mobile networks, brie�y desribing its limitations and

possible solutions. Next, we show a brief survey of the existing post-IParhitetures, identifying their ontributions and limitations.1. IntrodutionDue to the evolution of wireless networking equipment, nowadays itis routine to �nd PDAs, ellphones or laptops with one or more types ofnetworking tehnologies, suh as WiFi, Bluetooth, GSM and infrared.These so-alled �onvergent� devies allow networking anytime, any-where [18℄. All those tehnologies have di�erent harateristis, suh asbandwidth, range, lateny and prie. Further, users expet ubiquitousaess to information with minimum servie disruption as possible, evenon the move. This problem involves the interonnetion of equipmentwith di�erent ommuniation protools and the roaming among hetero-geneous networks. Roaming is neessary sine it provides the means toan �always-on� servie. If a user leaves the range of his o�e WLAN,for example, he must now route all tra� through its GSM interfae inorder to maintain his onnetions ative. However, sine eah networkuses a di�erent set of protools and paradigms, roaming is not triv-ial. Further, portable devies are used to aess multimedia ontent,suh as voie, musi, video or interative games. Those tra� types aremuh harder to provide than typial data streams, beause they mightrequire one or more harateristis suh as high bandwidth, low latenyand jitter and onstant throughput.The hallenges are similar on publi safety ommuniations. In suhsituations, one or more teams of publi servie workers (e.g. �remen,polie, army, medial servies) ombine to at on some atastrophievent. As eah group is independently managed, they might employdi�erent equipment and networking standards. Similar to ommerialonvergent networks, resue operations will mostly demand multimediaand real-time tra�, suh as voie ommuniation or video feeds ofseverely damaged regions [42℄. The biggest di�erene between �regular�onvergent networks and ommuniation for resue situations is thelak of pre-deployed networking infrastruture, sine it may be eitherdestroyed, disabled or too ongested. Thus, a number of small ad honetworks, interonneted by means of a WAN bakbone, will form a



mesh network [10℄ of mobile ad ho networks. Due to the mission-ritial nature of the work, the network must be extremely reliable,requiring minimal or no human intervention.Finally, with the dereasing ost and miniaturization of eletroniomponents, wireless sensor networks are beoming a reality [11℄.Hene, devies suh as IP television and stereo sets, household ap-plianes and wireless sensors for home monitoring and environmentalstudies are more and more being onneted to the Internet, in order toprovide real-time information for their owners wherever they are [41℄.Some of those devies have severely onstrained resoures, and thusannot run IP [34℄, requiring either a simpli�ed version of IP or a newaddressing sheme. Also, the loation of the node is more importantthan its unique identi�er, reating the need for servie and data lo-ation protools that use geographi information to identify the mostsuitable data soure [38℄. Further, the need for extremely low poweronsumption frequently leads to ross-layer approahes or to radiallynew networking arhitetures [12, 25, 29, 40℄.To ahieve the onvergent networking vision, several apabilities mustbe added to the existing networking infrastruture. First, in order tosupport user mobility, the network must implement handover protoolsand poliies [13℄. Due to frequent hanges in the aess network and onthe environment, the operation of the network must be ontext-aware,adapting automatially and transparently to hanges.Sine IP networks are the de fato standard for ommuniation, on-vergent arhitetures should be IP-based to failitate development anddeployment. However, the IP arhiteture is built on several design dei-sions that ompliate the support of onvergent networking. This oursnot beause of poor design, but beause the overwhelming suess of IPspurred the adoption of networking on devies and senarios that wereimpossible to imagine at the time of its ineption. The requirements formobile and ubiquitous aess are not ful�lled by the urrent Internettehnologies beause it was developed for �xed, resoureful nodes thatwere always onneted to the network and exported quasi-stati ser-vies. The future Internet, on the other hand, will be based on mobilenodes, whih will be at times disonneted from the network and willprovide servies dynamially, depending on their ontext.
Sine the shortomings of IP are rooted on some of its most impor-tant design deisions, building a new network arhiteture from srathbased on revised requirements would greatly simplify the oneption ofprotools for the networks of the future. Hene, several proposals fornew networking arhitetures arose on the literature. Those arhite-tures are generially termed post-IP, as they are onsidered to be thenext evolutionary phase of the Internet. The amount of researh ini-tiatives foused on the subjet suh as US's FIND [3℄ and GENI [5℄,and reent European Union projet alls suh as FIRE [4℄ and FET [2℄illustrate the importane of the topi on the networking ommunity.This paper provides an overview of onvergent networking and sur-veys the existing proposals. Setion 2 shows the limitations of IP-basednetworks when applied on a onverged senario. Next, Setion 3 de-sribes the most prominent arhitetures and projets for post-IP net-working. Setion 6 omments the trends on the researh of post-IParhitetures, and setion 5 draws the onlusions an future work.2. Limitations of IP-Based NetworksNetworks are onverging to all-IP solutions, and as suh future net-works will likely be based on IP or will use the IP infrastruture inorder to pro�t from the hardware and software already deployed. How-ever, the Internet Protool was not designed to support the kinds ofappliations and node dynamis that users demand of onvergent net-works. We disuss below some shortomings of IP-based networks whenemployed on mobile senarios and show how eah ould be solved.1. IP addresses are used for routing and onnetion identi�-ation. As the Internet was primarily designed for �xed networks,IP addresses are used for routing and identi�ation at the transportlayer. When we onsider mobile hosts, however, addresses hangeas users roam through networks with di�erent administrative do-mains. Sine TCP �ows are identi�ed by a quadruple formed ofIP addresses and ports, if a user hanges his IP or the ontent mi-grates to another host, the onnetion is lost. Mobile-IP solves theproblem of node mobility by adding servers whih forward pak-
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Figure 1: The tra� triangulation problem, aused by the oupling ofrouting and identi�ation on TCP/IP addresses.ets to the urrent loation of the roaming nodes [35℄, as Figure 1shows. This solution reates the triangulation problem, sine datais routed to the home network, whih then forwards the paketsto the instantaneous address of the mobile station. This problemwould not exist if naming and addressing were deoupled. Con-netions would be based on names, whih ould be dynamiallyreassigned to new addresses when neessary. Balakrishnan et al.go even further, proposing three levels of names in order to separate
(i) users/servies; (ii) hosts; and (iii) routes [15℄. Thus, not onlyone onnetion an migrate from one network to another with amobile terminal, but it an also migrate from one host to another,allowing proess mobility.2. The intelligene of the network is usually on the edges.The Internet is based on the End-to-End (E2E) priniple, whih

states that the ore network must be as simple as possible, leavingthe omplexity to the edge nodes [37℄. Although the E2E prinipleallowed the Internet to foster appliations that ould never havebeen imagined when the network was designed, this rule must beviolated in order to allow seamless ommuniation. Take, for in-stane, a user wathing a video on a PDA through a WLAN. If theuser goes out of range of the WLAN, the PDA might swith to aWAN network suh as ellular. Some ellular networks, however,are not IP-based, thus an intermediary node is neessary to trans-late IP pakets to the most appropriate WAN abstration. Thisproblem ours even when all-IP networks are employed. For exam-ple, if a user wathing a multiast video swithes from WiFi aessto WiMax, his available bandwidth might hange. The network, inturn, ould automatially transode the video to adjust to the newbandwidth limitations. Further, even though IP is E2E, intermedi-ary boxes that add appliation-aware funtions to the network arereurrent on the Internet nowadays. However, the violation of theE2E priniple might reate inompatibilities with other funtionsof the network. Cahes do not work in onjuntion with IPSECand SSL, while NAT hinders the use of P2P appliations [19, 22℄.3. Data is usually bound to a host. On most Internet pro-tools, data is assoiated with the mahine where it is stored.FTP, HTTP and TCP are some examples. To get the �lefoo.bar on HTTP, for example, the user employs an URL suhas http://www.server.om/news/foo.bar. This URL ties the �lefoo.bar to a server and to a diretory on the mahine. Thus, the�le annot be easily moved from one diretory or from one ma-hine to another. Further, for several types of information, usersdo not are about the soure of the information, as long as theyreeive it. As an example, a user requests the weather informationfor his town from whatever meteorologial station. Peer-to-Peernetworks and searh engines were reated to bridge this gap, pro-viding more user-friendly means to refer to the sought information.Suh servies arose from the di�ulty of �nding information on theInternet. Sine those servies are built over an address-based sys-tem, ontent-based addressing is implemented as an overlay, and



requires the implementation of an index that maps harateristisof the information sought into networking addresses.Several solutions, suh as JINI, Salutation and others were reatedto ounter this problem [16, 17, 39℄. However, sine the underlyingnetwork makes requests based on addresses, servie and data mobil-ity is a big issue. Whenever a servie is inserted, deleted or moved,a lengthy noti�ation proess must be undertaken. All nodes onthe network that are using the servie or that have ahed its loa-tion must be informed of its new position. Another problem withontent being bound to an address is that CDN-like mirroring re-quires a non-trivial set of mehanisms, suh as DNS redirets andexpliit ontent rewriting [32℄. An approah that ounters thoselimitations is ontent-based routing [30℄. Sine routes are basedon meta-data, roaming servies are handled seamlessly. Moreover,if multiple soures for the same data are found, the best soure isseleted by the routing algorithm.As an example, if someone wishes to retrieve the latest informationon the world up, the user must somehow �nd out the node wherethe information is loated and where it is logially stored. Hene,if the address or the diretory where the information hanges, theuser will be unable to aess the information. However, if querieswere based on attributes, as in a searh engine where the ontentis found using keywords, the information would be allowed to bemoved around on the network transparently to the user.4. Management is done outside the network. On the �las-si� Internet, there are a small number of nodes to be managed,namely routers, whih tend to be reasonably immutable. Thus, ex-isting management solutions are based on operators that remotelyon�gure the behaviour of the network. With the onnetion ofubiquitous devies to the network (sensors, RFID, eletroni ap-plianes) and due to mobility, servies and nodes are added andremoved at a muh higher rate, making human-based managementimpossible due to salability and omplexity fators. Hene, man-agement must be moved from the operator to the nodes, reatingself-managed networks. Those networks, whih are also alled au-
Figure 2: The generi arhiteture of a undo-based systems for auto-nomi Internet serves.tonomi networks due to the use of the autonomi omputing on-ept [28℄, employ intelligent software that monitors the onditionsof the node and its surroundings, triggering on�guration hangesin order to avoid servie degradation. In order to do that, thenetwork must inorporate generi healing mehanism. As an ex-ample of suh mehanisms, ROC (Reovery-Oriented Computing)applies the idea of do, undo and replay of transational databases ingeneri servers to ounter unknown errors [21℄. As Figure 2 shows,by ahing user requests and storing a known stable on�gurationof the server, it is possible to automatially reover from errors.One an error is deteted, the system is restored to a safe state,and the operations sent by the users are re-run.3. The Proposed Post-IP ArhiteturesThis setion surveys the existing arhitetures for onvergent net-works. Even though there are other projets and propositions underdevelopment [1, 3, 5, 7, 33℄, we do not show them on this paper beausetheir arhitetures are still subjet to hange.



3.1. The NewArh ProjetThe NewArh projet, developed by MIT, USC and Berkeley, pro-poses a new arhiteture to the Internet, foused on the years toome [24℄. Based on the assumption that the network ould be re-designed from srath, the authors devise a set of rules and priniplesthat should guide the new arhiteture. These priniples are imple-mented by the protools FARA, RBA and XCP.FARA implements a new arhitetural model that deouples routingand node identi�ation [23℄. In FARA, the funtions of the IP addressare broken into entity and assoiation. An entity might be a node,thread, proess, luster and so on, while an assoiation maps a paketto a ertain entity. This �exibility allows the mobility of both ends ofthe �ow among nodes or networks, simplifying the use of mobile agents.RBA (Role-Based Arhiteture) is a new approah to routing [20℄. Sinethe Internet not always obey the priniples of layering and networktranspareny, the authors abolish layering and introdue roles. Eahpaket is assoiated with one or more roles, whih ditate how paketsare routed and treated inside the network. Eah role, thus, an beseen as a small program, whih de�nes how pakets are treated. Withthis abstration, it is possible to insert �middle boxes� (�rewalls, NAT,proxies) without violating the arhitetural priniples of RBA. As onthe Internet, routing is based on regions, however users might hoose inwhih regions the pakets might/might not pass, building ustomizedpaths when needed.XCP (eXpliit Control Protool) is a transport protool that taklesthe problems of TCP on links with high paket error rate and/or high
throughput×delay produt [31℄. The �rst situation arises beause TCPannot di�erentiate a paket loss due to ongestion from a paket lossdue to transmission problems. TCP always assumes that a paket islost due to ongestion, whih is quite reasonable on wired networks. Onwireless networks, TCP slows its data rate when pakets are dropped,while it should keep on sending pakets in the same data rate. On high
throughput × delay links, the algorithm used to determine the idealdata rate on a link inreases its data rate too onservatively (additiveinreases). Hene, several round-trip-times are needed for a onnetionto reah its maximum data rate, wasting a signi�ant amount of band-

width. XCP deouples �ow ontrol from paket retransmission, henepakets are retransmitted if an aknowledgement has not been reeivedafter a pre-determined interval, while the data rate is determined bythe minimum available bandwidth on eah link of the route.The strongest point of the arhiteture is XCP, a transport protoolthat was demonstrated to be muh more e�ient than TCP for a widerange of senarios. The rest of the arhiteture was not evaluated, dueto the di�ulty of making experiments nowadays on new arhitetures.The arhiteture is quite disruptive, due to the use of roles, whih wouldrequire the upgrade of every router on the Internet.3.2. PlutarhCrowoft et al. take the opposite approah of NewArh. The dis-parate apaities of networked devies, ranging from limited sensornetworks to super-omputers, prelude the development of one singlesolution. Thus, as it is not possible to devise a new arhiteture that�ts all oneivable senarios, the authors build an adaptation arhi-teture, alled Plutarh, allowing the ommuniation between di�erentnetworking paradigms [26℄.The Plutarh arhiteture interonnets heterogeneous networks, al-lowing eah domain to use the protools that best �t their needs.Gateways link networks with di�erent ontexts (protools or arhite-tures). Gateways implement interstitial funtions, mapping addressesand names from one ontext to another. The arhiteture loosely de-�nes the basi operations that must be implemented on the gateways.Those were designed to be simple and generi, to allow Plutarh tooperate over any network. In Plutarh, gateways beome a key partof the arhiteture, as they are responsible for translating data fromone networking paradigm to the other. Thus, all the apabilities of thearhiteture lie on the e�ient implementation of the gateways.Plutarh is a very simple proposal that deals only with the inter-onnetion of networks. Sine eah network may operate di�erently,Plutarh does not address QoS or management or seurity issues. How-ever, the network allows eah sub-network to implement the most ap-propriate solution to QoS. This does not guarantee end-to-end QoS,whih must be negotiated between sub-networks, and is not urrently



supported by Plutarh. Another problem with the arhiteture is thatit does not address session and terminal mobility.3.3. The AdaptNet ProjetThe AdaptNet projet, developed at the Georgia Institute of Tehnol-ogy, implements what the authors all �Next-fourth generation� wire-less systems, where nodes with heterogeneous aess protools exhangemultimedia ontent [9℄. One of the goals is to provide an evolution toIP-based networks, requiring only modi�ations on the mobile nodes,where a set of ross-layer protools are employed. The heart of thearhiteture is the R2CP (Radial Reeption Control Protool) trans-port protool, whih automatially adapts the oding of multimediaontent in order to optimize the pereived quality of the stream. Amedium adaptation layer, loated between MAC and routing, performsadaptive ongestion ontrol and oding.Node mobility is addressed on the transport level. Using signal levelmeasurements, nodes know approximately when they will roam intoother networks, so they open new TCP onnetions through the newbase station before the handover is ompleted. R2CP swithes its trans-port between the open TCP onnetions, in order to allow a transparenthandover to the appliation. For handling IP addresses and routing mo-bile pakets, AdaptNet uses tehnologies suh as Mobile-IP.AdaptNet provides solutions to terminal mobility, however the pro-posal does not seem to aount for the interonnetion of non-TCP/IPnetworks with the Internet, as it ours today with mobile phones thatswith between Wi-Fi and GSM/CDMA. It does not solve the problemsof identi�ation and ontent-based searh either, sine the proposal doesnot involve addressing. QoS or autonomi management aspets werenot taken into aount.3.4. Ambient NetworksAmbient Networks (ANs) are All-IP networks onsisting of severalheterogeneous networks [8, 36℄. The projet was launhed from the vi-sion of networks beyond 3G, where mobile users aess multimedia on-tent over a number of radio tehnologies. ANs employ a new IP-based
Figure 3: The abstrations used in Ambient Networks to ensure trans-parent mobility and servie migration.layer alled ambient ontrol spae, whih sits on top of routing. Thislayer solves the problems that arise from the interonnetion of hetero-geneous networks. All operations on the ambient ontrol spae are auto-nomi. Beause ANs allow the omposition of larger networks withouthuman intervention, the arhiteture ould also be used in emergenysituations.In order to provide a transparent ommuniation to the appliationlayer among di�erent networking paradigms, the ambient ontrol spaeemploys several layers of abstration, as depited in Figure 3. On theborder of every Ambient Network domain, speial nodes, alled trans-lators, at as gateways, negotiating end-to-end QoS parameters and�repaking� the payload to adhere to the onventions of eah network.Translators an also implement ontent onversion gateways or trans-parent �ltering/ahing. Translators allow eah sub-network to employthe best protools for their operation, optimizing the ommuniation onthe sub-net level, while the ambient ontrol spae takes are of end-to-end QoS provisioning. Ambient networks use Entity-based endpoints,



alled Bearers. Bearers are one abstration over transport protools,thus an appliation �ow might traverse several onnetions. This �ex-ibility allows the use of middle-boxes and seamless node and proessmobility, as onnetions an be opened or losed on demand. Finally,sine the ommuniation is broken into piees, eah of them employsthe protools more suited to the domain.The Ambient Network projet fouses on the autonomi managementand omposition of networks. Thus, its main ontribution is its auto-nomi management plane, the ambient ontrol spae. Their solutionaddresses mobility of terminals and appliations by deoupling identi-�ation and routing. No QoS aspets were evaluated at the moment.4. Tehnology Trends in Post-IPThis setion omments on the design deisions of the arhitetures asa whole, in an e�ort to point the diretion on the researh on post-IPnetworking. We lose this setion by showing the onept of virtualisa-tion applied to networking.Most of the surveyed proposals lean towards the autonomi network-ing paradigm to manage their arhitetures. Still, those solutions donot speify how the autonomi management solutions will interfae withthe networking protools. Seurity and privay issues are not a populartopi among the surveyed arhitetures, even though they will be oneof the ornerstones of future systems.Naming is treated on most arhitetures, sine it is the root auseof the limited mobility support of IP. The arhitetures propose theuse of abstrat names that are independent from the devie hosting theinformation. Another reurrent pattern is the interonnetion of severalnetworks into one larger network using gateway nodes. On the Internet,this role was performed by IP, foring all the layers above it to abide toa ommon ommuniation paradigm. The proposed gateways are more�exible, as they do not require both networks to standardize the higherlayers. Hene, simpler networks are able to ommuniate with omplexones without breaking the tenets of the arhiteture.Another key onept in future networks is virtualization. Nowadays,routers are a very speialized piee of equipment, hene they are very
resistant to hange, ompliating the deployment of new servies and/ornetwork paradigms. The idea is to virtualize routers in order to repliatethe operation of large-sale testbeds for network experimentation, suhas PlanetLab [6℄ and the still in onstrution GENI [5℄, whih allowthe onurrent exeution of several networking experiments over thesame hardware. Eah experiment, whih uses its own networking stak,reeives an amount of resoures (bandwidth, CPU apabilities, et) fora pre-determined amount of time. Virtual networks are isolated fromeah other, thus researhers may experiment freely without botheringother tests being run at the same time.Anderson et al. were the �rst to propose an Internet arhiteturethat follows the ideas of large sale testbeds. In suh arhiteture,routers provide �slies� of their apabilities (e.g. bandwidth, proessor,et) to several isolated virtual networks [14℄, allowing the exeutionof di�erent protool staks over the same hardware. Hene, suh anarhiteture would allow several networking standards, implementationsand versions to oexist. As an example, if an operator wishes to testa new upgrade or implement a omplex servie, he alloates a smallamount of router resoures to testing. This operation is safe, as thevirtual router guarantees that errors on the experimental network willnot a�et the prodution network.CABO (Conurrent Arhitetures are Better than One) goes evenfurther, proposing the separation of hardware providers from servieproviders [27℄. Teleommuniation operators and ISPs would ownrouters and links, whih in turn would be rented to servie providers.It is up to the servie provider to manage the rented network, using theprotools and on�gurations that best �t the needs of the servie. Thetotal ost of operation will be lower, as the ost of the hardware willbe amortized by several lients that use the same hardware for theirservie. As an example, a WiFi provider nowadays must install aesspoints (APs) on all its target area, even though there might be otherompanies that have underutilized APs on the same area. With a vir-tual Internet, the same provider ould make agreements with ompaniesthat own spare AP apaity, to rent their unused resoures.



5. ConlusionThe networking tehnologies of tomorrow will allow users to aesstheir data and servies wherever they are, no matter what type of de-vie they use. Moreover, the network will provide a fair level of qualityof servie, even when users roam through di�erent domains or aessnetworks. This network will have one or two orders of magnitude morenodes than the Internet of today, due to the introdution of �things�and sensors. Sine the Internet has been designed with a ompletely dif-ferent usage in mind, existing networks are beoming ripe with pathesand workarounds to ounter its design limitations. Thus, a signi�antamount of e�ort has been spent on the proposition of new networkingarhitetures that depart from the TCP/IP paradigm.This paper provided an overview of the arhitetural aspets of on-vergent networking and a survey of the existing proposals. We arguedthat the TCP/IP arhiteture has several shortomings when appliedin onvergent senarios, as it arose out of a ontext where mobilityand dynamiity were not an issue. A survey of the literature showedthat there is not yet a proposal that stands out as the most suitablereplaement for the Internet. Due to the omplexity of the theme, theexistent solutions tend to speialize on some of the aspets of the futureonvergent networks. While some arhitetures foalize on enhaningthe QoS and providing mobility to wireless stations, others provide theinteronnetion of heterogeneous networks and rethink layering in orderto provide a more evolvable network. Still, one ommon point in mostarhitetures is the adoption of autonomi management and on�gura-tion tehniques. In terms of arhiteture, the appliation of virtualisa-tion on routers and stations will allow the deployment of servie-awarenetworks, where the protools will be �ne-tuned to the provided servie.The �eld of post-IP networks is ripe with researh hallenges andproblems. Most proposals do not take into aount dependability, QoSand seurity aspets, even though network operators will not swith toan entirely new arhiteture unless it is proven to be reliable and seure.Finally, in order to validate new ideas that must work in planetary salenetworks, it is neessary to build big testing failities, using on�gurablenodes, where the whole protool stak an be hanged.
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